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1. MODIFICATION P34 – TRANSFER OF IMBALANCE CAUSED BY BALANCING SERVICES
TO THE TRANSMISSION COMPANY ENERGY ACCOUNT

1.1 The Pricing Issues Modification Group (the Group) noted that Modification Proposal P34 had been
agreed by the Panel for submission to the Assessment Procedure, with a requirement for an
interim paper to the Panel Meeting of the 20th September 2001, and provision of the Assessment
Report to the Panel Meeting of October 18th 2001. The Panel also defined the Terms of
Reference specific to the Assessment of Modification Proposal P34.

1.2 Concerns were raised by the Transmission Company (TC) regarding the Terms of Reference set
for the P34 Modification Group by the Panel. The TC stated that it believed that a number of the
Terms of Reference were beyond the remit of the Modification Group, as they represented issues
that were beyond the governance of the Balancing and Settlement Code. Furthermore, Ofgem
stated that the Group could, as part of the assessment of the Modification, touch on and note
issues outside of the Balancing and Settlement Code for the purposes of assessing the
Modification, but that where any Party has an issue with any aspect that does not fall under the
provisions of the Balancing and Settlement Code, then that Party should raise an issue direct with
Ofgem. Ofgem also noted that with regards to the Terms of Reference placed on the Group by
the Panel, that Ofgem would ‘have difficulty’ with the Group extending their remit outside the
Balancing and Settlement Code and reiterated that issues pertaining to aspects that fall outside
of the BSC should be raised with Ofgem by the concerned Party. The Group agreed that this be
recognised by the Group during discussions and that points raised concerning matters outside of
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the BSC be noted, but that the recommendations made by the Group regarding the Modification,
be kept under the BSC.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The Group noted that the issue of imbalance exposure for providers of Balancing Services was
present identified prior to NETA Go Live, but no mechanism had not been incorporated within the
BSC to compensate for this exposureNETA Programme. It was not clear at the time of this
decision whether it was a result of practicalities regarding changes to the software in time for Go
Live, or whether it was a result of a point of principle.

2.2 The Group also noted that there has always been apre Go Live, the TC made a distinction
between mandatory service provision and non-mandatory, commercial service provision. For the
former anthere is imbalance compensation mechanism was agreed pre-NETA by the
Transmission User’s Group, and for the latter, it iwas expected that the bilateral contracts
between the Service Provider and the TC could reflect the potential for exposure to imbalance.
However, at the time the contracts were set, there was no experience of the Balancing
Mechanism and the mechanism agreed may not fully reflect the costs actually being incurredset
at that time may now not be cost reflective. Therefore as a result of this, and the volatility of the
Balancing Mechanism prices, certain Balancing Services Providers have expressed concerns and
become more expensive and, in some casescircumstances, have been withdrawn in entiretythe
service.

3. DEFINITION

3.1 The Group discussed whether the Modification P34 should apply to both the mandatory service
provision as well as the commercial, however, the Group noted that this is beyond the remit of
the Group. The definition of what services would be ‘eligible’ for Balancing Services Volume
Adjustment under Modification P34 would be the subject of the methodology established by the
Transmission Company and agreed by the Authority.

3.2 The Group noted the current contractual situation pertaining to the Imbalance exposure resulting
from the provision of Balancing Services. This is where imbalance charges would be reflected in
the bilateral contract between the Service Provider and the Transmission Company. This
transfers the imbalance exposure from the Service Provider to the TC and hence exposes the TC
to the imbalance prices, and would be subsequently reflected in Balancing Services Use of
System Charges.

4. PRINCIPLE

4.1 The Group then discussed the underlying principle of the Modification, namely whether it was
appropriate to expose Balancing Services Providers to Imbalance charges for volumes associated
with the provision of the Balancing Services. The Group agreed that “the Provider of
Balancing Services should not be exposed to the consequence of imbalance for the
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portion of energy attributable to the provision of that Balancing Service, subject to
the volume calculation and the delivery of the service”. The Group noted that there could
bewere many different ways of achieving this, either within or outside of the Balancing and
Settlement Code. The Modification proposes to remove the exposure at source, i.e. under the
BSC. Therefore, the Group reviewed the Modification as drafted and agreed with the high level
principle of the Modification.

5. MODIFICATION P34 AND APPLICABLE BSC OBJECTIVES

5.1 Once this agreement of principle had been reached, the Group reviewed the P34 Modification
with regards to whether it better met the Applicable BSC Objectives, as defined in the
Transmission Licence, Condition 7 3A.

5.2 The Group noted that it was difficult to determine the effect of the introduction of the
Modification without knowledge of the Balancing Services which would be affected by the
Modification. The aspects of the methodology defining which Balancing Services would be
affected and in what way, would influence the behaviour of Parties offering the services, and
therefore it would be difficult to quantify the effect on the Applicable BSC Objectives without
knowledge of such incentives. However, the Group determined that the Modification effectively
had three parts, only 1 and 2 of which fell within the remit of the Group:

1. The change to the Balancing and Settlement Code to make volumes attributable to the
provision of Balancing Services immune to imbalance charges (this includes Energy
Imbalance charges, Information Imbalance Charges and Non Delivery Charges);

2. The mechanism for making such volumes immune to imbalance charges; and

3. The definition of the services and therefore the associated volumes, to which such immunity
should apply.

5.3 The Group determined that, until point 3 above was defined, an assessment of whether the
Modification P34 better meets the Applicable BSC Objectives, could not be undertaken, as under
Modification P34 the Group noted that the definition of the services was outside the BSC and
would remain outside of the BSC.

6. ALTERNATIVE MODIFICA TIONALTERNATIVE OPTIONS  PROPOSALS

6.1 Alternative ModificationAlternative Option 1: The Group noted that the Modification
Proposal contained a request for implementation on the first Panel Meeting after submission of
the proposal, as a result of the request for the Modification proposal to be treated as urgent. This
date was the 23rd August 2001, and builds in a retrospective aspect to the Modification Proposal.
Therefore, the Group proposed an Alternative ModificationAlternative Option Proposal to P34,
which is identical to P34, except with an implementation date in the future (removing the
retrospection).
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6.2 Alternative ModificationAlternative Option 2: The Group also discussed an Alternative
ModificationAlternative Option which met the objectives / principle of the Modification and may
better meet the Applicable BSC Objectives than the original Modification.  The Alternative
ModificationAlternative Option 2 proposes that the energy volumes associated with the provision
of Balancing Services be calculated as defined in the original Modification P34 (i.e. under CUSC),
but that these volumes be treated and therefore notified to the NETA Central Service Agent as
Bid – Offer Acceptances, valued at the associated Bid – Offer price. This meets the principle that
providers of Balancing Services should not be exposed to Imbalance Charges for the portion of
energy attributable to the provision of Balancing Services, but has the additional implication that
the imbalance compensation aspect of the provision of the service is covered under the Balancing
and Settlement Code.

Action:  David Tolley to provide a description

Action:  Completed – see attachment 1ed documentation (Please note that this has also
been raised as a separate Modification Proposal P36)

The Group recognised that there may be issues with the implementation of this Alternative with
regards to demand side provision of Balancing Services, but the Group agreed that this
Alternative was worthy of further consideration, where the full implication of this mechanism
could be discussed and defined.

1.36.3 Alternative ModificationAlternative Option 3 and 4: A suggestion was put to the Group
that one way in which to circumvent a certain amount of the governance issues associated with
this Modification and its Alternatives, was to bring the relevant aspect of the Balancing Services
Volume calculations into the BSC, potentially via reference to a BSC Procedure defining the
calculations (as a Code Subsidiary document, this could be changed under the change procedure
defined in BSCP40, via industry consultation without requiring a Modification to be raised against
the Code). Therefore, this creates two more Alternative ModificationAlternative Options, namely
the Alternative ModificationAlternative Option 1 (P34 without the retrospection) with codified
calculations (which becomes Alternative ModificationAlternative Option 3) and the Alternative
ModificationAlternative Option 2 as currently proposed, with the codified calculations (Alternative
ModificationAlternative Option 4).

With regards to these Alternative ModificationAlternative Options, the Group noted that there
would have to be some redefinition of governance to place such calculations into the scope of
the BSC, and noted that some calculations could be too heavily based upon Ancillary Services
contracts, and therefore not appropriate for publishing.

1.46.4 The Group then reviewed the requirements of the consultation on the IWA and noted that it
would be appropriate for such consultation to reference the Alternative ModificationAlternative
Options proposed.  Consultation on these options would help the Modification Group develop an
alternative Modification Proposal (if it was deemed that it better facilitated the applicable BSC
Objectives).
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6.5 The Group also reviewed the Terms of Reference with a view to addressing the points raised in
the interim Panel Paper. It should be noted that in respect of the ToR to provide an explanation
as to why this Modification cannot be achieved outside the BSC, contractually by NGC, it was
determined that the TC would make their own representation to the Panel in this respect, as
such discussion was beyond the remit of the Group.

Action:  NGC to provide this explanation (subsequent to meeting email received from
NGC see attachment 2)


